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QUESTION 1

In an org, some of the Activity records do not have related Opportunity records. Additionally, there are Opportunity
records that do not have related Activity records. 

Which SAQL statement will fetch all Opportunities, even if they don\\'t have associated Activities, and fetch related
Activity data, if it exists? 

A. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\', Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

B. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\', Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\' left; 

C. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\' right, Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

D. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\' left, Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

Correct Answer: D 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.bi_dev_guide_saql.meta/bi_dev_guide_saql/
bi_saql_statement_cogroup.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

Max story creations per org per month A. 1000 (can purchase more) 

B. 500 (can purchase more) 

C. 200 (can purchase more) 

D. 500 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A client has two datasets that are used across seven different dashboards. Three of these dashboards are used by
marketing and four are used by sales. The client requires that only marketing can access the marketing dashboards and
only sales can access the sales dashboards. 

What solution should be recommended? 

A. Create two custom apps: one for marketing dashboards with marketing as "viewer" and one for sales dashboards
with sales as "viewer." Add the datasets as references to both custom apps. 

B. Create three custom apps: one for marketing dashboards with marketing as "viewer," one for sales dashboards with
sales as "viewer," and one for datasets where marketing and sales are "viewer." 

C. Create one custom app for the datasets and share it with marketing and sales as "viewer." 

D. Duplicate the datasets and create two custom apps: one for marketing dashboards and datasets with marketing as
"editor" and one for sales dashboards and datasets with sales as "editor." 
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Correct Answer: B 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_security_implementation_guide.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 4

Which chart type is suitable for rendering five measures in a lens visualization? 

A. Treemap chart 

B. Scatter chart 

C. Metric Radar chart 

D. Stacked Bar chart 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

As part of their analysis, Yasmine, Tonya, and Hadiqa need to create and save lenses to their project app. What is the
minimum app role they need to do this? 

A. Manager 

B. Viewer 

C. Editor 

D. Designer 

Correct Answer: C 

Save changes to existing dashboards, lenses, and datasets in the app (saving dashboards requires the appropriate
permission set license and permission) available in Editor and Manager*##**##* 
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